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INTRODUCTION. Studies of iodine-xenon dating systematics have long suffered from lack of specific 
knowledge about what mineral phases carry the iodine and in what quantity. Studies of sodalite-rich 
inclusions in hllende have led some workers (1,2) to conclude that sodalite is a carrier. So far it has 
proved impossible to exclude the possibility that another phase present in sodalite-rich inclusions 
carries the lZ95e. Previous studies of individual minerals ( 3 , 4 )  have been hampered by the use of low- 
sensitivity and/or high-blank mass spectrometers. We report here new studies on '"Xe in Allende inclu- 
sions using a low-blank, high-sensitivity mass spectrometer coupled to a laser microprobe. 

CQCIPMENT. The operating parameters of the mass spectrometer and laser microprobe are collected in 
Table 1. Much less gas is released than is expected from the amount of material excavated by the laser 
when a basalt of known xenon (5) concentration is probed. The reasons for this discrepancy are still 
being investigated. A11 results here will be given as atomslshot. The blank per laser shot is an upper 
limit based on 50 shots into a diamond. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES. Studies of noble gases and mineralogy were made on one fine-grained inclu- 
sion, three coarse-grained inclusions, a chondrule and matrix from hllende. The usual procedure was to 
:rind a smooth surface on a thick section of the sample and coat it with graphite. After mineral identi- 
fication with the SEM, the sample was cleaned in methanoi and placed directly into the laser nicroprobe 
chamber. Evaporated gold dots served as fiducial marks. 

Mineralogical studies were at first restricted to mapping the inclusions for chlorine since the sus- 
pected carrier of lZ9xe, sodalite, is normally the only cnlorine-rich mineral in these inclusions. Later, 
the studies were expanded to include the identification and mapping of pure phases of other minerals. 

Measurements were made for lZ9Xe, 132Xe, 136Xe, "Xr, 30Ar, and in some cases other isotopes of 
argon and xenon. The number of isotopes measured was usually restricted to improve the statistics and 
decrease the measurement time. "Cold" blanks (i.e. no laser shot) were measured between every sample run. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Results for 119 runs are reported here. The amounts of radiogenic 12'Xer 
inferred from che data using 129~e/1"~e = 1.0f 0.1 as the trapped component, are graphed in Fig. 1 on a 
logarithmic scale. For data sets containing more than one run, the dark hatching represents a typical 
experimental lo deviation for a single run, and the light hatching represents the standzrd deviation of 
the population. For example, in all of the data sets for CAI-F7 the population standard deviation is 
much greater than the experimental standard deviation. From this one may conclude that there is a signi. 
ficant variation in the lZgXer from shot to shot. Single run data sets are shown with a 1J error bar. 

The sodalite-bearing (about 62) fine-grained inclusion CAi-F7 has been used to investigate whether 
one-to-one correspondence exists between chlorine and 123~er. A preliminary experiment using the SEM to 
map chlorine content and the laser microprobe to determine lZ9Xer amounts produced only a general trend 
of increasing lZ9xer with chlorine content. Some of the apparent scatter almost certainly ref.lects the 
experimental limitations. First, it is hard to match the areas napped with the SEM and the areas exca- 
vated with the laser microprobe to better than 20 w ,  roughly the size of sodalite grains. Second, tile 
depth profiles of the two instruments are different.  ina all^; the laser does not outgas all of the 
material it excavates. 

There are two methods to substantiate a ch10rine-l~~Xe~ correlation. First, 36Ar from the cosmic 
ray induced neutron reaction 3 5 ~ 1  (n,y) 36Cl (3 - )  36Ar has been observed in Allende ( 6 , 7 ) .  At the sing1 
small shot level, the amount of 36Ar is too small to be separated from the blank. Three large shots int 
CAI-F7, on the other hand, show a linear increase of 3 6 ~ r  with 129Xer. More data are needed. 

A second and better method for measuring chlorine is to produce 38Ar from 37C1 in a reactor. The 
38Ar and129Xershould then show a linear correlation if sodalite is the carrier. We are currently 
carrying out this experiment. 

CAI-A1 consists of an anorthite core and a melilite rim with small intergrom crystals of spinel as 
found optically and by spot-checking with the SEN. The specific areas vaporized by the single shot run: 
in anorthite were individually SEM mapped for chlorine content - no chlorine was observed. The lZgXer 
amounts are small and show no variation within error. The single shot runs in melilite and the 10-shot 
runs in melilite and anorthite were not mineralogically characterized on an individual shot basis 
although they were taken from regions where the given mineral was prevalent. The amount of 129~er 
observed in the 10-shot runs (both anorthite and melilite) is significantly above blank but far less than 
that observed in the sodalite-rich inclusion CAI-F7. 

CAI-A2 consists for :he most part of melilite with intergrown spinel grains. Cracks and pits in the 
inclusion frequently contain chlorine-rich mineral phases. The specific regions to be vaporized by the 
laser were carefully analyzed in advance using the SEN. The 5-shot run in pure melilite (i.e. melilite 
with no cracks or pits or interfering grains of other minerals) shows a 12'Xer amount which is the same 
within error as the melilite run for CAI-A1. Moreover, the 5-shot run in melilite with cracks and pits 
but without chlorine-rich minerals also has the same 129Xer amount. A single shot into a chlorine-rich 
crack on the other hand has a 123Xer amount similar to that in the sodalite-rich inclusion CAI-F7. This 
chlorine-rich run also shows a significant excess of 36Ar with 36.4rexcess/129Xer = 1.39i0.31 (assuming 
36Ar/3sAr in ambient argon to be 5.3i5.3). 

The mineralogy of CAI-A3 is similar to that of CAI-A2 but with intergrown perovskite grains ss well 
as spinel. Studied earlier than CAI-A3, the SE?! work was similarly complete but chlorine contents, fre- 
quently seen in the cracks and pits, were not systrmatically recorded. The pure melilite run shows the 
same 129Xer amount as the melilites in CAI-A1 and CAI-A2. For the crac~s and ?its run, no attempt havin3 
been made to exclude chlorine-rich minerals, the 129Xer is much higher than for the ochsr melilite runs. 
The perovskite shots were in regions containing large perovskite grains. in some cases, the laser spot 
size was larger than the perovskite grain resulting in a perovskite-nelilite mixture. The lZ9Xe seems to 
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be less than for melilite. 
in summary, the lZ9Xer measurements made in chlorine-rich regions are highly variable on the laser 

scale and even a small amount of chlorine-rich material dramatically increases the '''xe, amount. Sub- 
stantiation of the ~ h l o r i n e - ~ ~ ~ ~ e ,  correlation has progressed but is not yet complete. Four measurements 
o f  melilites from three different inclusions have the same lZ9xer amounts within error and the amounts 
are three orders of magnitude less than in regions where chlorine is observed. The other minerals for 
which measurements have been made show amounts of lZ9xer similar to that in the melilite but slightly 
different at the 1s level. We conclude that first, most of the '"xer is carried in a phase present in 
the chlorine-rich regions--quite possibly sodalite--and second, there is a relatively uniform lZ9xer level 
in the other minerals which can be attributed to trace iodine present in these phases rather than to a 
separate carrier phase. 
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Table 1.  Operating parameters of the BMS-2 mars necrrometer and laser microprobe. 

IMSS SPECTROMETER CPARACTERISTICS LASER MICROPROBE (Jarre l -nsh Model 45-604) 

SENSIT;VI:Y 1 . 4  x l o 4  Atoms/Count/Sec EIIER~Y 0.1-1 Joule 

DARK CURRENT 0.03 Counts/Sec PULSE WIDTH 1-2 usec 

SCATTERED ION BACKGROUND 0.05 Csunrs/Sec P!T SIZE Largest 1 5 0 ~ 1  a l a m t e r ,  50 a e e ~ ,  
1.8 excavctea 

DETECTION LIMIT FOR XENON 800 Atoms " ' ~ e  f o r  1000 Sec 
Counting Tlmes Smallesr 5 0 ~  diameter, 20 dee?, 

0.08 ~ ( g  excovotea 
HALF LIFE FOR XEIiON PUMPOUT 5000 S2c 

,WSS OF MTERIAL 
TRANSFIISSION 50Z OUTGASSED (US IXG Lorgest 0 . 1 ~  ( 5 . 6 % )  

DISCHININATION 0,15%/AMU STNARD BASALT S m l l e s t  0.01 yg (12.5%) 

C O L C  BLANK !400 Atcms lZ9xe  
o l r  camooslt lon exceot 

Mat r ix  l#. 

BLANK PER USER SHOT a 4 0  Atoms ' 2 9 ~ e / i c r g e  Shot 
U1 

'"Y - 1 
1 ~e ill% 

Anorthite I 

I2'xer Atorns/Srnail shot 
Figure 1. Logarithmic graph of lZ9xer in various inclusions in Allende. 
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